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Art, design, architecture, technology and electronic objects in overlapping works



        

overlapping expressions with reliefs, panting, aluminium objects, mirror, sand



on the left: speed painting looks like older memories                                                                                             on the right: conceptual art with message and content



“WCF art event, named sculpture garden”

illuminated and painted film pyramid with metal framework, 
3,50 hight. abstract figures: Gilgamesch Saga

The objects take up different states:

... a view, in which plastic shapes, painted subjects on sheets 
of glass, moveable and acoustic components and the fountain 
function speak for themselves

... a view, in which lit up areas dominate the video photo 
projections and laser light interferences

A coloured shining object at night and water being the most 
important element of human livelihood create fascination.

Photomontage:  < real object copied inside  location >

WCF sculpture garden, big coloured dice, titel: year 2000



Salon Lagerpusch, an universal art work by Rolf-Dieter 
Lenkewitz

An ambitious projekt: Old myths, phitosophy and pieces 
of association

The universal art work of Rolf-Dieter Lenkewitz in 
Flensburg. The task to be achieved was to bring 
painting, sculpture and architecture into harmony. The 
result is impressive. lt can be regarded as a possibility to 
integrate art in the world of work without creating the 
usual kind of ,,decoration". The point of departure for this 
artistic work is the painting of this young artist who came 
from Berlin to Stuttgart. Combining different medias is 
typical for his method of working; in this way lyric poetry, 
iron sculptures and highly individual paintings with oil-
paint on paper are created.

I realize this project in 1993 in the northern part of 
germany for a medical person (doctor's office). the 
project combined room architecture, furniture & objects, 
timber-steel-plastics- ceramics-stone design, choice of 
colours, floorintarsias.



Titel: „Naughtiness of the rat“
Mix media with spray colours and scriptol 
74 cm x 56 cm format

Titel: „Ghost from volcano“
Mix media with spray colours and scriptol 
74 cm x 56 cm format

Painting / Drawing



remembering previous lives  > older works of painting, on paper with tempera

Lot of my drawings and paintings can be interpret as scenes and characters from 
remembering previous lives.

This scenes and characters have often a character to the north. Over the years I research 
all these forms and atmospheric impulses.

I paint for example snowy landscapes with figures and hats, looking like historical 
traditional clothing from finnland or lettland.



remembering previous lives  > younger works of painting, on wood with tempera

The scene can be interpreted as a dancing event, it looks 
like historical traditional clothing, like a birdwoman



remembering previous lives  > younger works of painting, on wood with tempera



my art comment: I dont like one artistical style in the way to choose one and follow them over my whole 
life. My favourite is a workphase with similar characteristics, temporally limited. Then I have a 
succession  and conglomerate. Later I juxtapose and arrange the successions back and create new 
environments and messages. Thereafter you can see a new dimension of art...



Multi-media objects combined with coloured painting series on wood with tempera, illuminated rectangle with free floating aluminium elements

Plexiglass mirror with 
cutting letters, titel:

information mirror into 
infinity



free floating aluminium 
elements presents 
painted figures 
transformed over digital 
worksteps into single 
components >

free floating art elements in aluminium

< free floating tin casting

tin casting with concrete base



 

Electronic art with microchip-programming, light-steering combined with photography and transparent layers

< electronic art object 
for a germanschool

object for power plants>

Combined with architecture |

< Object for water plants



Painting on wood with tempera colours, titel: warrior protects the weak Painting on wood with tempera colours, titel: the king and his followers



early painting period > painting on paper with oil colours       -no title-



remembering previous lives  > younger works of painting, on wood with tempera  titel: cycle of life



remembering previous lives  > younger works of painting, on wood with tempera  titel: visiting cemetery &  homage ancestors



remembering previous lives  > younger works of painting, on wood with tempera  titel: transition to another world



 younger works of drawing, executed quickly (DIN A4)



Last art work from October 2021, hommage to mindelheimer newspaper anniversary 140 years,   created with plexiglas and newspapers, sand and miniature world

titel: endlos zieht sich das band der informationen im sand der zeit im kreis   >  the ribbon of information runs endlessly in the sands of time in a circle



I works as computer scientist, programmer and sysadmin for cisco ios, I work with electronic parts on microchip layer  (rdl photo present and past)
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